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Abstract

This paper is devoted to the followingincrementalproblem. Initially, a graph and a distinguished subset
of vertices, calledinitial group, are given. This group is connected by an initial tree. The incremental part
of the input is given by an on-line sequence of vertices of the graph, not yet in the current group,revealed
on-line one after one. The goal is to connect each new member to the current tree, while satisfying aquality
constraint: theweightof each constructed tree must be at mostc times the weight of an optimal steiner tree
(with c a given constant). Under this quality constraint, our objective is to minimize thenumber of critical
stages. We call “critical” a stage where the inclusion of a new member implies heavy changes in the current
tree. Otherwise, the new member is just added by connecting it with a (well chosen) path to the current tree.
We propose a strategy leading to at most i

b2c− ln 3
2 −2−1c

∈ O(i) critical stages (wherei is the number of

new members andc the constant of thequalityconstraint). We also prove that there exists situations where
at least i

2d4ce+1
−1 ∈ Ω(i) critical stages are necessary toany algorithmto maintain thequalityconstraint.

Our strategy is then worst case optimal in order of magnitude for the number of critical stages.

The Steiner treeproblem, where the goal is to span a set (calledgroup) of distinguished vertices (called
members) with a minimum weight tree, has been extensively studied. As the problem is NP-complete (see
[6]), numerousapproximation algorithmshave been designed (see [2, 8] for example). In [13], Waxman was
the first to present the on-line version of this problem in which new members arerevealedone by one (see
[4, 5] references on on-line problems). In this first paper, he divides the problem into two categories: the
model in which changes in the current tree are not allowed and the model in which changes are allowed.
Imaze and Waxman propose in [9] two different strategies corresponding to the two models above. In the
first one the tree is just incremented and the degradation of the weight is evaluated, whereas in the second
one they allow changes in the current tree to maintain a certain guaranty on the weight. They prove that they
construct with the first strategy a tree whose weight is at a logarithmic ratio compared to the optimal one (i.e.
the weight of a Steiner tree of the current group), and that they construct with the second strategy a tree whose
weight is at a constant ratio compared to the optimal one. They give for the second strategy an upper bound
of O(

√
i) on the average number of elementary changes per stage (wherei is the number of new members).

However, the tree can potentially be changed at each stage; this means that each adding stage is potentially
what we call later acritical stage. Then, we can divide (as Waxman did in [13]) the other works that have
been made since [9] concerning on-line steiner trees. In [1, 3, 14], the model in which no changes are allowed
is considered. In [1], the authors give a lower bound ofΩ( log i

log log i ) for the competitive ratio (i is the number
of added members) for the on-line steiner tree problem in the Euclidean plane. In [3], the authors consider the
on-line generalized steiner tree problem and they propose an algorithm with a competitive ratio ofO(log2 i).
In [14], linear upper bounds and lower bounds are obtained for the on-line generalized steiner tree and the
on-line steiner tree problem on a directed graph. In [7], the model with allowed changes is considered. The
aim is to minimize simultaneously the weight of the current tree and the length from a particular node to all
the other ones of the tree. The authors propose a method with a competitive ratio ofO(log i) for the weight
and constant for the length from the particular node. Note that in [7, 9], only the number of elementary
changes is taken into account to measure the level of damage due to the allowed changes in the current tree
(i.e. each stage is potentially acritical stage).

In our paper we are also concerned by an incremental group problem where the members of the group are
revealed on-line one by one. We fix a “relative budget” on the weight of each successive tree, calledquality
constraint, and we propose an algorithm minimizing the number of critical stages necessary to guarantee this
budget constraint at each stage. Our work is the first which focus on minimizing the number of critical stages
instead of the number of elementary changes (we already consider this parameter in [11, 12], but for with



a differentquality constraint, offering guarantees on the maximum and average distance between members
in the tree instead of guarantees on the weight of the tree). We distinguish critical stages from other stages
since they generate a lot of perturbations. Indeed, the communication routes between members already in
the current group have to be changed. All the routing tables of the nodes may be modified. This generates
a heavy traffic to update them. Moreover the current communications between members initiated before the
changes can be interrupted. For these reasons, the number of critical stages must be minimized. Note that it is
proved in [9] thatanyon-line algorithm without critical stagecannotguaranty a constant quality constraint.
That is why we consider here the model in which changes are allowed.

In Section 1, we describe and motivate the constraints (namely thetree andquality constraints) that must
be satisfied at each stage of addition and we give the definition of acritical stage. We propose our strategy
calledOWM (for On-line Weight Minimization) and prove that it satisfies the construction constraints in
Section 2. We also prove that our algorithm leads to at most i

b2c− ln 3
2 −2c

∈ O(i) critical stages (wherei is

the number of new members andc the constant of thequality constraint). In Section 3, we prove that there
exists a situation in which at least i

2d4ce+1
− 1 ∈ Ω(i) critical stages are necessary foranyon-line algorithm

to satisfy thequality constraint. These results show that AlgorithmOWM is worst case optimal in order of
magnitude for the number of critical stages.

1. Definitions and notations

Let G = (V,E, w) be any connected weighted graph representing a network.V is the set of vertices (model-
ing the nodes of the network),E the set of edges (modeling the set of physical links) andw a positive weight
function of the edges (modeling the length of the edges).

Definition 1 (Optimal Steiner Tree) Let M be a group of members and letT = (VT , ET , w) be a tree
spanningM . We denote theweight of T by w(T ) =

∑
e∈ET

w(e) and we denote byTopt(M) an optimal
steiner treespanning the groupM , i.e. a tree satisfyingw(Topt(M)) = min {w(T ) : T spanningM}.
Construction constraints. In our problem, the graphG = (V, E, w) and aninitial groupM0 ⊆ V are given
(with M0 6= ∅). For example, in a meeting on network (called net-meeting) this initial groupM0 represents
the set of participants present from the beginning of the meeting. A structure, denoted asT0, must be created
to connect themembersof M0. However, in the case of an open net-meeting for example, new participants
can join the meeting. These new participants must be integrated to the current group by connecting them to
the current connection structure. We suppose here that these new participants arenot known in advance and
arrive in an on-line way: a new participant, which is any vertex of the graph, isrevealedwhen it decides to
integrate the group, at any moment.

The incrementalpart of the problem consists in integrating a new member when it is revealed. We call that a
stage of addition. If S is a sequence of new members revealed,S = u1, u2, . . . , ui, for everyk, 1 ≤ k ≤ i,
we denote asMk = Mk−1

⋃{uk} thekth group. Thus, starting from the initial connection structureT0 for
M0, we must integrate, at each addition stepk, the new memberuk by updating the current structureTk−1

(spanningMk−1) to obtainTk spanningMk. Note that, as the members are revealed one by one, we are
in an on-line model. It means that we do not know the future: neither in which order the members arrive,
nor what is the set of new members that will be revealed. Hence, each stage can potentially be the last one;
this explains why we are interested by giving guaranteesat each stage. We are now ready to give the two
constraints that each current structureTk must satisfy.

The treeconstraint: for everyk ≥ 0, Tk must be atreewith all leaves inMk (we call that aprunedtree).

The quality constraint: let c ≥ 1 be any fixed constant representing therequired level of quality. Then, for
everyk, we must havew(Tk) ≤ c · w(Topt(Mk)).

As in a net-meeting the current structureTk is used to support the communications between members ofMk,
the tree constraintis set in order to simplify the mechanisms of routing and duplication of information in
Tk. Indeed, there is only one route between any pair of members in a tree; moreover as there is no cycle, a
simple flooding process can be used to broadcast information from any member. This flooding naturally ends
at the leaves that are members (because trees are pruned); there is no need of costly process to control it. The
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quality constraintof level c is set to guaranty that the weight of each treeTk is not too far (up to at most a
constant factor ofc) from the optimal one.

In the rest of the paper we say that an algorithm solves our problem if, for any on-line sequenceM0, . . . ,Mi,
it returns a sequence of treesT0, . . . , Ti (Ti spanningMi) satisfying thetreeandqualityconstraints.

Definition 2 (Critical stage) Let A be any algorithm solving our problem by returning a sequence of trees
T0 = (V0, E0), . . . , Ti = (Vi, Ei) satisfying thetreeandqualityconstraints.
Stagek (1 ≤ k ≤ i) is acritical stageif

Ek−1 * Ek.

We denote by]CS(T0, . . . , Ti) the totalnumber of critical stagesafter i added members.

We recall that we distinguish critical stages from other stages since they generate a lot of perturbations.
Indeed, the communication routes between members already in the current groupMk−1 have to be changed.
Potentially all the routing tables of the connecting nodes must be modified. This generates a heavy traffic to
update them. Moreover the current communications between members ofMk−1 initiated before the changes
can be interrupted. The number of critical stage must then be minimized. On the other hand, a simple (non
critical) connection of the new member by just adding a path in the tree (instead of breaking partially or
completely the current tree) generates only local changes. The update of the routing can just be done by
broadcasting the identity of the new member in the new treeTk. This does not create any re-routing between
the other members.

2. Our Algorithm OWM

The main idea of AlgorithmOWM (for On-line Weight Minimization) is to define particular stage numbers,
called rebuilding stages(determined in function of the given level of qualityc) during which we (totally)
reconstruct the current structure by using any algorithm solving the off-line steiner tree problem with ap-
proximation ratioa. Then, we choose a vertexv of thisa-approximate steiner tree (any vertex), and between
two successiverebuilding stages, we add each new member by using Imaze and Waxman on-line Algorithm
(see [9]), starting from vertexv. Imaze and Waxman Algorithm adds each new member by a shortest path
to the current tree. As Imaze and Waxman prove in [9] that their algorithm build a tree whose weight is at
mostO(log j) times the weight of an optimal steiner tree (wherej is the number of new members added
in an on-line way), the resulting spanning structure built by our AlgorithmOWM is basically the union of
a a-approximate steiner tree spanning a part of the current group and aO(log j)-approximate steiner tree
spanning the rest of the current group. By using this two properties, we prove in Section 3 (see Theorem 1)
that if we rebuild completely the structure eachb2c−a−1−1c new added members, then thequalityconstraint
is satisfied (withc ≥ a + 1 the given constant level of the quality constraint anda the approximation ratio
of the algorithm used to rebuild the tree off-line at each rebuilding stage). We give our AlgorithmOWM in
Table 1.

Important remarks: the rebuilding stages correspond to the critical stages ofOWM (because the current
structure is broken and rebuilt). The other stages are non critical because the algorithm only adds a path to
the current structure to connect a new member. Note thatOWM is polynomial. Note also that as defined
here,OWM does not necessarily build a tree at each stage. Indeed, when a new path is added to the current
structure by using Imaze and Waxman Algorithm on a subtree of the current structure, a cycle may be created.
This algorithm can be refined in order to obtain at each stage a tree. Nevertheless, due to space limitation,
we choose here to avoid this refinement to simplify the presentation. Note that even if the built structure is
not a tree (i.e. if it is a structure with heavier weight, by definition of a tree), we prove that it respects the
quality constraint (see Section 3). As in the refinement, the tree is included in the structure, it also respects
thequalityconstraint.

Numerical illustration: if we use the(1 + ln 3
2 )-approximate algorithm proposed by Robins and Zelikovsky

in [10] to rebuild the tree at each rebuilding stage and we setc = 10, then we haveb2c−a−1−1c = 173. This
means that to satisfy thequality constraint with a levelc = 10, we have to rebuild the current tree each 173
new added members.
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Let G = (V, E, w) be a graph andM0 ⊆ V be the initial group.
At stage0 :

Build a treeT0 spanningM0 with anya-approximate polynomial
time off-line algorithm for the steiner tree problem.

After the last rebuilding stagek :
Let Mk+j be the current group andvk be any vertex inMk.
Let uk+j be thejth member to add since the last rebuilding stagek.

IF j < b2c−a−1 − 1c.
THEN Build Tk+j spanningMk+j = Mk+j−1 ∪ {uk+j} by using Imaze

and Waxman Algorithm, i.e. by adding a shortest path betweenuk+j and
its closest vertex in the subtree ofTk+j−1 spanningMk+j−1\(Mk\{vk})

ELSE, we havej = b2c−a−1 − 1c (rebuilding stage).
Break the current tree and build a new treeTk+j , spanningMk+j with
anya-approximate polynomial time off-line algorithm for the steiner
tree problem.k + j is the new last rebuilding stage.

Table 1:On-line Weight Minimization - OWM

OWM respects thequality constraint

The following Theorem shows thatOWM respects thequality constraint, if the required level of quality is a
constantc ≥ a + 1 (wherea is the approximation ratio of the algorithm used to rebuild the tree off-line at
each rebuilding stage).

Theorem 1 For any constantc ≥ a + 1, for any adding sequence ofi ≥ 0 new members,OWM respects the
qualityconstraint with levelc.

Proof. Let k be the last rebuilding stage. After stagek, there existsj, 0 ≤ j ≤ b2c−a−1 − 1c such that
i = k + j. LetTi = (Vi, Ei) be the subgraph built by algorithmOWM spanningMi. By definition ofOWM,
Ti is the result of the union betweenTk spanningMk, built off-line at the last rebuilding stage (see definition
of OWM) and the subtreeT+

i of Ti spanningM+
i = Mi\(Mk\{vk}), built on-line with the Algorithm of

Imaze and Waxman (see definition ofOWM). Thus, we have:

w(Ti) ≤ w(Tk) + w(T+
i ) ≤ a · w(Topt(Mk)) + w(T+

i )
(because, by definition of AlgorithmOWM, Tk is aa-approximated tree spanningMk)

≤ a · w(Topt(Mk)) + dlog2(j + 1)e · w(Topt(M+
i ))

(asT+
i is a tree spanningM+

i built by Imaze and Waxman Algorithm, Lemma 3 in [9] holds)

≤ (a + dlog2(j + 1)e) · w(Topt(Mi)) ≤ (a + dc− a− 1e) · w(Topt(Mi)) ≤ c · w(Topt(Mi))
(becauseMk ⊆ Mi, M+

i ⊆ Mi andj ≤ b2c−a−1 − 1c)
¤

OWM leads to at most i
b2c−a−1−1c critical stages

Theorem 2 For any constantc ≥ a + 1 (representing the required level of quality), for any sequenceM0 ⊂
· · · ⊂ Mi of additions, letT0, . . . , Ti be the sequence of trees constructed byOWM. We have

]CS(T0, . . . , Ti) ≤ i

b2c−a−1 − 1c .

Proof. By definition of Algorithm OWM, if there arep rebuildings (that are critical stages), we have:
p · (b2c−a−1 − 1c) ≤ i < (p + 1) · (b2c−a−1 − 1c) ⇒ p ≤ i

b2c−a−1−1c . ¤
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3. Lower bound for the number of critical stages of any algorithm

In this section, we prove that, foranyon-line algorithm, if thetreeandquality constraints are satisfied, then,
for any sufficiently largei, there exists a particular adding sequence leading toi

2d4ce+1
− 1 ∈ Ω(i) critical

stages. We first define the graphGp,n and the particular sequence of additions.

Definition of Graph Gp,n. For every p ≥ 1, we define GraphGp,n made of n ≥ 1 subgraphs
G0

p, . . . , G
k
p, . . . , Gn

p . Each subgraphGk
p is the graph introduced by M. Imase and B. Waxman in Section

3.1 of [9] with every edge of weight2k. The subgraphsGk
p are connected to formGp,n in the following way.

For allk, 0 ≤ k ≤ n, let uk
1 , uk

2 be the two first members ofGk
p reveled. For everyk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, there is an

edge of weight1n betweenuk−1
2 anduk

1 .

Preliminary results. We use anadaptive adversary, which chooses new members to add in order to trapany
on-line algorithm. The adaptive adversary add new members inGp,n in the following order. For allk1, k2,
0 ≤ k1 < k2 ≤ n, the adversary add new members in subgraphGk1

p before adding new members in subgraph
Gk2

p . The way members are added in each subgraphGk
p (0 ≤ k ≤ n) is described in [9]. We first prove that to

maintain at each stage a constant level of qualityc, anyalgorithm needs to rebuild the current tree (i.e. leads
to acritical stage) after the adversary has added chosen members of SubgraphGk

p (0 ≤ k ≤ n). To prove
this result (Lemma 2), we use the following result, coming from [9], given here with our notations.

Lemma 1 [9] For everyp ≥ 1, let Nk be the last group built by the adaptive adversary (described in [9])
in SubgraphGk

p (0 ≤ k ≤ n) of GraphGp,n described above. LetTopt(Nk) be any optimal steiner tree
spanningNk and letT k be the tree spanningNk given by any on-line algorithm. We have:

w(T k) ≥
(

1 +
1
2

⌊
log2(|Nk| − 1)

⌋) · w(Topt(Nk))

Lemma 2 Let c > 1 be any constant. Letp = d4ce and letk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n. LetN (resp. N ′) be the group
after all members in subgraphsG0

p, . . . , G
k
p (resp.G0

p, . . . , G
k−1
p ) to be add have been added by our adaptive

adversary. LetTopt(N) be any optimal steiner tree spanningN and letT (resp.T ′) be the tree spanningN
(resp.N ′) given by any on-line algorithm. If we haveW (T ) ≤ c ·W (Topt(N)), then

]CS(T ′, . . . , T ) ≥ 1.

Proof. We prove Lemma 2 by contradiction. Suppose that there exists an on-line algorithm such that there
existsk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n satisfyingW (T ) ≤ c · W (Topt(N)) with ]CS(T ′, . . . , T ) = 0 (i.e. without critical
stage). We first upper boundW (Topt(N)) and lower boundW (T ). Let N0, . . . , Nk respectively be the
groups of members added by the adaptive adversary in subgraphsG0

p, . . . , G
k
p. By structure of graphGp,n:

w(Topt(N)) = w(Topt(N0)) + 1
n + w(Topt(N1)) + 1

n + · · ·+ w(Topt(Nk−1)) + 1
n + w(Topt(Nk))

= k · 1
n + w(Topt(N

k))
2k + w(Topt(N

k))
2k−1 + · · ·+ w(Topt(N

k))
21 + w(Topt(N

k))
20

(because for everyk, 0 ≤ k ≤ n, all edges of subgraphGk
p has weight2k)

= k
n + w(Topt(Nk)) ·∑k

l=0
1
2k = k

n +
(
2− 1

2k

)
w(Topt(Nk)) ≤ 2w(Topt(Nk))

(because as for everyk, 0 ≤ k ≤ n, all edges of subgraphGk
p has weight2k, w(Topt(N

k))
2k ≥ 1 ≥ k

n )

Let T k be the subtree ofT spanningNk. As we also havew(T ) ≥ w(T k), we obtain:

W (T )
W (Topt(N)) ≥ w(T k)

2w(Topt(Nk))
≥ (1+ 1

2blog2(|Nk|−1)c)w(Topt(N
k))

2w(Topt(Nk))
(by Lemma 1)

= 1
2 + 1

4

⌊
log2(|Nk| − 1)

⌋
= 1

2 + 1
4 blog2(2p + 1− 1)c = 1

2 + bpc
4 ≥ 1

2 + c > c

(because by [9], the adversary adds2p + 1 members in each subgraphGk
p and becausep = d4ce)

This result contradictsW (T ) ≤ c ·W (Topt(N)), thus, Lemma 2 is proved by contradiction. ¤
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Main result of the section. The following Theorem shows that if we want a constant level ofquality, any
on-line algorithm leads to i

2d4ce+1
− 1 ∈ Ω(i) critical stages (wherei is the number of added members).

Theorem 3 Let c ≥ 1 be any constant. For any on-line algorithm, for everyi ≥ 2d4ce + 1, there exists a
graphG, there existsM0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Mi, such that if the algorithm returns a sequence of treesT0, . . . , Ti (such
that for everyl, with 0 ≤ l ≤ i, Tl spansMl) respecting thequalityconstraint with levelc, we have

]CS(T0, . . . , Ti) ≥ i

2d4ce + 1
− 1 ∈ Ω(i).

Proof. Let c be any constantc ≥ 1. We setp = d4ce. Let i ≥ 2p + 1 = 2d4ce + 1. Let G be the graph
Gp,n andM0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Mi be the sequence of additions of the adversary defined above. Thus, there existsk,
1 ≤ k ≤ n such thatk · (2p + 1) ≤ i ≤ (k + 1) · (2d4ce + 1). Thus, we have: k ≥ i

2d4ce+1
− 1 (1)

For everyk′, 0 ≤ k′ ≤ k, let T k′ be the subtree ofTi spanning all the members added by the adaptive
adversary in SubgraphGk′

p .

Then, by Lemma 2, we have:





]CS(T 0, . . . , T 1) ≥ 1
]CS(T 1, . . . , T 2) ≥ 1

...
]CS(T k−1, . . . , T k) ≥ 1

⇒ ]CS(T 0, . . . , T k) ≥ k ⇒ ]CS(T0, . . . , Ti) ≥ k (becausei ≥ k · 2p + 1)

⇒ ]CS(T0, . . . , Ti) ≥ i
2d4ce+1

− 1 ∈ Ω(i) (by (1) and becausec is constant) ¤
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